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Website as form!
!
Participation by users or involving a network of people!
!
Change over time (or capacity to)!
!
Internet as its own public space
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Concrete Poetry is not one style but a cluster of 
possibilities, all falling in the intermedium between 
semantic poetry, calligraphic and typographic poetry, 
and sound poetry.



Ecstatic Alphabets / Heaps of Language 
MoMA, 2012

















































Concrete poetry insists that the verbal 
cannot be separated from its material 
representation and vice versa.





















"It _is_ a long tail, certainly," said Alice, looking!
       down with wonder at the Mouse's tail; "but why do you!
       call it sad?" And she kept on puzzling about it while the!
       Mouse was speaking, so that her idea of the tale was!
       something like this:----"Fury said to!
                 a mouse, That!
                       he met in the!
                            house, `Let!
                                us both go!
                                   to law: _I_!
                                    will prose-!
                                     cute _you_.--!
                                    Come, I'll!
                                   take no de-!
                                nial: We!
                             must have!
                          the trial;!
                       For really!
                     this morn-!
                   ing I've!
                  nothing!
                 to do.'!
                  Said the!
                   mouse to!
                     the cur,!
                        `Such a!
                           trial, dear!
                               sir. With!
                                 no jury!
                                  or judge,!
                                    would!
                                   be wast-!
                                 ing our!
                               breath.'!
                            `I'll be!
                         judge,!
                      I'll be!
                    jury,'!
                  said!
                 cun-!
                 ning!
                  old!
                    Fury:!
                     `I'll!
                        try!
                          the!
                           whole!
                            cause,!
                             and!
                            con-!
                          demn!
                      you to!
                 death'."!





















the old struggle between content 
and form is over.!
!
“poet & typographer” (soul & eye) 
must balance in the same person.!
 
— dsh







































































The inventions of Concrete Poetry have been applied to 
the internet a thousand times over. Look at any tag cloud 
or navigation system, and you will see some form of a 
concrete poem.



“I was stunned. Everything (he) was saying seemed to 
predict the mechanics of the internet ... delivery, content, 
interface, distribution, multi-media, just to name a few. 
Suddenly it made sense: like de Kooning's famous 
statement: ‘History doesn't influence me. I influence it,’ 
it's taken the web to make us see just how prescient 
concrete poetics was in predicting its own lively 
reception half a century later. I immediately understood 
that what had been missing from concrete poetry was 
an appropriate environment in which it could flourish. 
For many years, concrete poetry has been in limbo: it's 
been a displaced genre in search of a new medium. And 
now it's found one.” — Kenneth Goldsmith (2001)
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“Enter The Void” Opening Credits 
Gaspar Noé (2011)





“NOW” 
Weiyi Li (2011)





“Dakota” 
Young-Hae Chang Heavy Industries (2001)





END NOTE







The reader of the concrete poem works like a 
computer works when it runs a program.!
!
Computer programs are also language, as they 
are made up of code.


